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Palaeolithic:

Vibes from the

past
Study guide

La información que hay que estudiar está 
en las páginas 91, 92 y 93 del libro de 

ciencias sociales. Sin embargo para los 
números romanos os dejamos una 

presentación en este post para que puedan 
repasar. 



Year In roman numerals Century

492 CDXCII V

725 DCCXXV VIII

17 XVII I

899 DCCCXCIX IX

1564 MDLXIV XVI

1320 MCCCXX XIV

2001 MMI XXI

1. Complete the chart

2. Write the year that the following centuries
started and ended

III started the year 201 and finished the year 300.
IV started the year 301 and finished the year 400.
XII started the year 1101 and finished the year 1200.
XV started the year 1401 and finished the year 1500.
XXI started the year 2001 and will finish the year 2100.

3. Answer the following questions:

a) When did the Palaeolithic started and finished?
It started about 4.4 million years ago whith the first human beings
and ended about 12.000 years ago when humans became nomads

a) Which discovery was very important during the
Palaeolithic and why?

During the Palaeolithic humans discovered how to use and make fire.
This was very important because they started cooking food so they
lived longer and also because it kept them safe from animals. 



a) Which were the main characteristics of the

Palaeolithic?

- Humans were nomads. They lived outside or in caves

- They lived in small groups called clans

- They hunted, fished and gathered fruits

- They wore animal fur to keep them warm

- They discovered how to use fire

a) What is cave painting?

During the Palaeolithic the most common form of art was

paintings on the ceilings or walls of caves. 

a) Which are the main characteristics of cave painting?

- Were painted with fingers or feathers usually

- They represented animals. 
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